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Dear Handling Editor, dear reviewers,

All the authors deeply thank you for your review, questions, comments and suggestions. All these remarks have been considered to revise our paper. We hope that it now satisfies the standards for a publication in The Cryosphere special issue on the Evolution of mountain permafrost. In the revised version the major changes are the following:

1. Presented and discussed the interests and limitations in using precipitation scenarios
2. Reorganised the sections presenting the modelling approach
3. Added a sub-section in the Discussion to consider how the presented results and methods would be used for rock wall stability analysis.

Hereafter you will find the detailed answers to your comments. A revised version with change tracks is provided in order to follow our work. We replied to every comment and question.

Best regards.

Dr. Florence Magnin, on behalf of all the authors. 

Reviewer 1

1. However, I am not convinced this study constitutes a substantial progress in current scientific understanding: Although the results try to quantify and map the recent and future changes of rock wall temperatures (according to climatic scenarios based only on temperature), the conclusions are of no surprise considering initial assumptions and model limitations. I was unable to find really new insights on permafrost study.

Authors answer: We agree that this paper does not provide new methodological development to investigate long term evolution of rock wall permafrost. The aim of our paper is (i) to enhance recent developments in permafrost modelling by using the existing tools, procedures, and data, (ii) to show up the capabilities of simple modelling approach in reproducing rock wall thermal fields, which, in existing studies, was not substantially demonstrated against field data, and (iii) to use the climate projections obtained from the latest climate models driven by the most recent scenarios to (iv) propose quantitative and site-specific permafrost pathways for the future. Therefore the aim was not to provide new insight in permafrost studies but new insight in high mountain permafrost future changes, and we hoped that this topic would fit in “The evolution of permafrost in mountain regions” special issue. Such impact models are essential to anticipate the future dynamics of permafrost and, as mentioned by Reviewer 2, are extremely relevant for stakeholders.
2. Although authors claim this study provides insights for retrospective stability analyses of rock walls (which appears to be the main motivation of the paper), they never give a way to tackle this very important problem (for example characterizing temperature gradient within rock wall, linking fracture dynamics to temperature changes, quantifying effect of saturation on temperature changes,...). Moreover, as rock wall stability might be essentially driven by rapid external/internal changes (solid/liquid precipitation, air temperature, permafrost evolution, fracture propagation, previous rockfalls,...), I doubt this long term approach would help for stability assessment (as this approach cannot "debate on short-time scale" and on 3D effects due to limitation in the modelling approach).

Authors answer: We agree that the paper does not discuss in details the possibility of such thermal models for retrospective analysis of bedrock detachment. Therefore in the revised version we discuss more deeply this topic to strengthen the interest of our paper (new Section 5.3). Because the paper is already substantial and that the main topic addresses permafrost future changes, we don’t develop additional modelling applications for stability assessment, which is the content of a study that we are currently developing (working on saturation changes and hydrostatic pressures). We disagree on the fact that such long term models can’t be used for stability assessment. This study shows for the first time that the model simulates realistic temperature fields which is a preliminary step in stability assessment. This is discussed in more details in the revised version. Also, we removed the following confusing sentence in the abstract “Shorter time-scale changes are not debatable...” which is more accurately expressed in Section 5.2. “...interpretation of short-term changes is beyond the scope of this study”. Given the evidences that even at daily time step temperature thermal fields are well reproduced, short time scale changes are debatable but beyond the scope of this study. However, they are worth to discuss for retrospective analysis of rock wall destabilisation.

3. This study only accounts for possible temperature changes, not for the solid/liquid
precipitation changes. Even if the model do not consider precipitations (snow or rain), precipitations might really influence the global permafrost pattern - presence of snow patches, liquid precipitation percolating into surface fractures,... Even if total annual precipitations might not evolve drastically in the future, a change in seasonality might occur, leading to a different ratio between solid and liquid precipitations. Even if this effect is marginal, this might be mentioned in introduction section and in section 5.1.2.

Authors answer: Indeed, precipitation control is assumed to be marginal on the long term change of rock wall permafrost. But we agree that this might deserve more consideration in our introduction and discussion. Therefore, we reworked the introduction and section 5.1.2 accordingly in the revised paper. In the introduction we only mentioned the possible role of water percolation along fractures for permafrost degradation and rock fall triggering and why we only consider air temperature in the forcing data. In the discussion we developed a little bit more the role of precipitations. Anyways, integrating precipitations would not make sense in our study because this is depending on local processes that global circulation model do not represent. Their resolution is too coarse compared to the scale of our study sites. Also, at high elevation, most precipitations are solid and proper simulation of their accumulation patterns on steep slopes is still challenging since it depends on steepness, roughness, wind- and sun-exposures. Integrating precipitation in such models is a nice perspective but this is not really feasible at the moment.

4. The model section could be slightly reorganised: After exposing modelling strategy, I was expecting the description of the core of the model, i.e. the heat transfers. I suggest to first describe how heat transfers are modelled before describing boundary conditions and transient simulations (as both refer to heat transfer computations).

Authors answer: Yes, this is a possible way to organise the section, therefore we reworked the revised version as suggested here above.

5. The description of the numerical approach is not clear: Equation 1 refers to conser-
vation of energy WITHOUT phase transition (heat capacity). The presence of a phase transition might introduce a discontinuity. How exactly is the phase transition treated? Please provide additional explanations.

Authors answer: We took this comment into consideration and reworked the text accordingly. The discontinuity induced by the phase changes is detailed in Equations 4 and 5 of the revised version that explain how thermal conductivity and heat capacity are modified compared to Equation 1.

6. How/why exactly is used the freezing function (eq. 3)? The definition is clear but the use in the calculation is not clearly define. Is this relation directly given by the model, or empirical? Is it meant to define the amount of ice formed during the phase transition? Where is latent heat in your model?

Authors answer: Yes the Equation defines the amount of ice/water formed during the phase change. The latent heat is taken into account with Equation 5 of the revised version. We reworked all the section in order to better address these questions.

Specific comments: In abstract: 1. page 1 line 12: define LIA in abstract. Authors answer: Done

2. p. 1, l. 16: describe briefly the model used (2D Finite Element Model accounting for heat conduction and latent heat transfer). Authors answer: Done

3. p. 3, l. 12: again describe a bit the model. Authors answer: Done

â³ p. 4, l. 9: mechanics? please develop (is it not fracture kinematics?). Authors answer: Done

4. p. 4, l. 12 and in the following: abbreviation c.: I thought such abbreviation was used only for dates. Authors answer: True, this abbreviation is more commonly used for date. We replaced these abbreviations when it was not used for dates in the revised version.
5. p. 5, l. 19 and l. 29: I would suggest to redefine here RST and MARST for readers convenience. Authors answer: Done

6. p. 9, l. 25-29: Not clear: adaptable thermal properties of ice? configurable latent heat??? This should be constant, please elaborate. Authors answer: It means that the software user can define the thermal properties and adapt them to its specific settings (such has the melting point which is closer than -1°C than 0°C in high mountain bedrock), but they remain constant in the model.

7. p. 10, l. 6: Is this 5% value constant in the whole domain? Why not setting high porosity near the surface to somehow represent the presence of fractures and a smaller one in the interior of the wall? Authors answer: We agree that we could have considered a variable porosity throughout the model domain to pretend to setup more “realistic” parameters and better account for the variability of fracturing density. However, the fracturing density is basically unknown and according to our model evaluation the lack of consideration of porosity heterogeneity is not a major limit. However, we would recommend to better take this into consideration to simulate near surface processes and finer space and time scales. Instead of modifying the model setup without proper clues, we decided to address this comment by discussing this issue in a more detailed manner in section 5.1.4.

8. Figure 2: < -5 in colormap caption. Add (a) detailed MARST and (b) topographical situation. Authors answer: We wrote -5 instead of 5. However, none of the authors understood the following comment. MARST maps is given for the entire massif in Figure 1. Detailed MARST at the profiles location is given in Figure 3 together with the model geometry. Topographical details are in the text and well visible on this Figure 2.

9. Fig. 6: I would suggest to take another kind of marker (circle and bullet are too similar, and sometimes cannot be distinguished). Authors answer: Done, we replaced by triangles. âĂČ

Reviewer 2

C6
1. However, from my point of view the work does not make a significant contribution neither to permafrost modelling nor to the understanding of high mountain permafrost. Authors answer: As explained to Reviewer 1, we agree that the paper does not make progress in permafrost modelling or understanding. The aim of our paper is (i) to enhance recent developments in permafrost modelling by using the existing tools, procedures, and data, (ii) to show up the capabilities of simple modelling approach in reproducing rock wall thermal field, which, in existing studies, was not substantially demonstrated against field data, and (iii) enhance the latest climatic models driven by the most updated scenarios to (iv) propose quantitative and site-specific permafrost pathways for the future. Therefore the aim was not to provide new insight in permafrost studies but new insight in permafrost future changes, and we hoped that this topic would fit in “The evolution of permafrost in mountain regions” special issue.

2. The language is confusing throughout large parts of the manuscript. Further, the differentiation the authors seem to make between rock wall permafrost and high mountain permafrost in general - which is especially evident from the choice of the cited literature - is not convincing to me. Are there different hydro-thermal processes acting in rock walls than at less exposed sites or are they just active in different proportions? It is just stated that rock wall permafrost "is a relatively simple system" and it is further assumed to be homogeneous and saturated. The simplified assumption, that radiation and air temperature are sufficient for the simulation of such a system, especially if one of the relevant research questions in this context would be to gain insights on the triggering of future rock fall events (which are almost certainly not just a thermal phenomenon and would not occur in a homogeneous matter) - in my eyes - is to be considered as inadequate. Authors answer: Well, in our opinion rock wall permafrost is significantly different than gentle mountain slope permafrost such as some modelling procedure are permitted to pretend realistic simulations of the thermal fields in rock walls but are not relevant for debris slopes strongly controlled by non conductive heat transfers. In the summa-
rizing paper of the PACE project “Permafrost and climate in Europe: Monitoring and modelling thermal geomorphological and geotechnical responses” published by Harris et al. in Earth Sciences Review in 2009, a clear distinction is stated: “Progress has been made in modelling the major energy fluxes, but” ... “still not able to produce a sufficiently accurate estimation of snow cover and secondly, the coupling between atmosphere and ground where ground cover comprises coarse debris (non-conductive heat transfer) is not satisfactorily included. Therefore, as a first approach, more simple systems have been selected for detailed process modelling to avoid complex interactions with snow cover or complex materials such as coarse debris. Steep alpine rock walls represent such a system and allow more straightforward modelling with better estimation of uncertainties.” Moreover, the evaluation step proposed in our paper clearly highlights the capabilities of such models to reproduce accurate thermal fields by only considering air temperature and solar radiation. Concerning the insight on rock fall triggering, we discussed this issue in a more detailed way in the section 5.3 of the revised version.

3. It is also stated, that only air temperature was used to drive the model, which is in contradiction to this already simplified assumption. The question also arises where the water is coming from, or going to, when freeze-thaw processes occur in the model?

Authors answer: Forcing data were based upon air temperature only, which is assumed to be the main driving factor of permafrost evolution in steep rock walls since rock wall permafrost studies have started. The system is saturated all the time, which means that the water doesn’t go anywhere and doesn’t need to be supplied.

4. I would encourage the authors to rewrite and restructure large parts of the manuscript and to address these questions as well as to refer to additional relevant literature on the subject. The uncertainties arising from the chosen simplifications should be discussed in this light and the conclusions drawn should also reflect that.

Authors answer: According to Reviewer 1 and external readers, the paper is clearly
written and it appears very difficult to rewrite and restructure large parts of the paper as suggested without knowing which parts are confusing. As Reviewer 1 suggested, we restructured Section 3 to present the model core and settings in a less confusing way. Uncertainty is largely discussed in Section 5 with 4 full pages dedicated to uncertainty discussion and encompassing all possible sources of uncertainty. This section was even reduced after preliminary review of the editor. We added 1 point to consider uncertainties in the results in the conclusion (point 7. of the revised version).

Please also note the supplement to this comment:
http://www.the-cryosphere-discuss.net/tc-2016-132/tc-2016-132-AC1-supplement.zip
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